Surface plasmon-driven second-harmonic generation asymmetry in anisotropic plasmonic crystals
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We report a strong angular asymmetry of optical second-harmonic generation (SHG) in plasmonic crystals formed by an Au grating on top of an anisotropic bismuth-thulium iron garnet (BTIG) film. We found that a weak anisotropy-driven angular SHG asymmetry of the crystalline BTIG is resonantly enhanced and reaches 95% as the surface plasmon polariton (SPP) is excited at the Au/BTIG interface. The asymmetry introduced by an interference of the odd and even (with respect to the angle of incidence) SHG fields is attributed to the anisotropy of the BTIG film. The angular SHG spectra are reproduced using a simple model with a resonant SPP-induced SHG contribution from the anisotropic Au/BTIG interface. The observed asymmetry of the SHG provides valuable insight into the mechanisms of nonlinear plasmonics and can noticeably expand its abilities regarding active light conversion and manipulation.
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Modern approaches in nano-optics and photonics extensively utilize surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) as a natural tool for efficient light-matter interaction [1–10]. The plasmon-driven localization of the electromagnetic field facilitates an enhancement of the nonlinear-optical processes. Since the pioneering works on second-harmonic generation (SHG) at surface plasma resonances [11,12], a plethora of nonlinear-optical effects have been successfully enhanced with SPPs [13–20]. As compared to linear optics, nonlinear plasmonics [21] expands the variety of SPP excitation conditions, thus opening up more options for the efficient coupling of light to plasmonic media.

The remarkable progress made over the years indicates the complex nature of the SPP-induced nonlinear-optical response beyond the local electromagnetic field enhancement. For instance, the latter is accompanied by a significant phase shift of the second-harmonic response [22–24], which can be unambiguously detected in interference experiments. An interplay of the resonant phase shift with the interference of multiple nonlinear-optical sources can lead to a complex behavior of the SHG output in the vicinity of the SPP resonance [15,16,25]. Further, a new level of control over the SHG in plasmonic structures can be achieved in systems with broken symmetry [16,26]. As such, new effects in nonlinear plasmonics can be expected, when SPPs are excited at anisotropic metal/dielectric interfaces [27].

In this Rapid Communication, we analyze a showcase of such systems, being a periodic Au plasmonic grating on top of an anisotropic (Bi,Tm)3Fe5O12 (BTIG) (210) film. Here the total SHG output is given by the interference of the SHG produced at both interfaces of the Au grating and is strongly modulated by the SPP excitation. We show that upon reversing the angle of incidence and changing the SPP propagation direction, a nearly 95% modulation of SHG intensity can be achieved. This large modulation is understood in terms of an interference between the competing SHG fields generated at two different interfaces and possessing different parity with respect to the angle of incidence. The existence of such terms is provided by the anisotropy of the BTIG film. We also discuss the differences between the bare BTIG film exhibiting only a weak asymmetry and the plasmonic crystal with the strong SPP-driven electric field localization at the Au/BTIG interface. Our results have important implications for the field of nonlinear plasmonics, illustrating the SPP-induced SHG response of anisotropic interfaces.

A schematic of the experiment is sketched in Fig. 1. Fundamental radiation (Ti:sapphire laser 50 mW average output, 100 fs pulse duration, 80 MHz repetition rate) in the spectral range of 740–865 nm excites SPP resonances at either air/Au or Au/BTIG interface. The x axis is parallel to the [001] crystallographic direction of the BTIG film. Transmitted SHG intensity is measured for the $\pi$ polarization versus the fundamental wavelength and angle of incidence. The latter was swept from −30° to +30° in order to address the symmetry of the SHG response with respect to the SPP propagation direction. The system under study is similar to those used in a number of recent experiments [5,20,24,28–31] and is known to demonstrate effective SPP excitation at both interfaces in the visible and near infrared spectral range. The measurements were performed on a nonmagnetized BTIG film, and the magnetization-induced effects were averaged over the domain structure.

Figure 2(a) shows the transmission spectra of the sample. Here, solid and dashed lines correspond to the dispersion of Au/BTIG and air/Au SPPs, respectively, given by the well-known dispersion relations [32]:

$$k_{\text{SPP}} = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \sqrt{\varepsilon_{\text{Au}} \varepsilon_d} = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \sin \theta + m \frac{2\pi}{d},$$

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of light in vacuum, $k_{\text{SPP}}$ the SPP wave vector, $\varepsilon_{\text{Au}}, \varepsilon_d$ the permittivities of Au and the dielectric (either BTIG or air), $m$ an integer, and $d$ the grating period. Sharp and narrow parallel features in the transmittance spectra correspond to the excitation of waveguide modes [30,33].
FIG. 1. Scheme of a 1D plasmonic crystal consisting of a gold grating formed on top of a bismuth-tulium iron garnet layer, grown epitaxially on a gallium gadolinium garnet substrate. The grating period $d = 850$ nm and the air gap width is 100 nm. ($XOZ$) corresponds to the plane of incidence. SHG intensity measured in transmission geometry strongly differs for the opposite angles of incidence.

in a thin (2.2 $\mu$m) BTIG film. These modes can be easily distinguished from the SPPs due to their different dispersion relations. The transmission spectra reveal Fano-type resonances, similar to those observed previously in plasmonic crystals [5,29–31,34,35]. The transmission was found to be symmetric with respect to the angle of incidence $\theta$ within 3% accuracy.

In contrast, strong asymmetry was found in the SHG intensity spectra [Fig. 2(b)]. It is seen that the SHG spectrum is highly asymmetric with respect to the angle of incidence $\theta$; that is, the SHG intensity differs significantly when being measured for the angles $\theta$ and $-\theta$ (Fig. 1). The asymmetry is clearly enhanced in the vicinity of the SPPs at the Au/BTIG interface (solid lines), but not the air/Au ones (dashed lines). This is an indication that in the latter case the SHG is enhanced due to the SPP fundamental field localization at the outer air/Au interface (interface 1 in Fig. 1), which acts as the main nonlinear source. However, when the SPP is excited at the Au/BTIG interface, redistribution of the electromagnetic field changes the relative efficiency of the SHG generated at the two interfaces outlined in Fig. 1, and their interference results in a complex spectral shape of the SHG response. Further, the largest SHG signal is detected in the vicinity of the intersection of Au/BTIG plasmons with the waveguide modes at positive $\theta$ angles. Measurements at the negative angles in the same spectral and angular ranges yield considerably smaller signals, again producing the SHG asymmetry.

A strong affinity of this asymmetry effect for the SPP resonance is clearly demonstrated by the angular cross section of the SHG spectrum for the 850 nm fundamental wavelength [Fig. 3(a)]. Here, the Au/BTIG SPP resonance is isolated from the other excitations in the system. A double minimum feature in the SHG spectrum, observed for the positive $\theta$ angles and associated with the Au/BTIG plasmon resonance (shaded area), is replaced by a double maximum as the angle of incidence is reversed. We introduce the SHG angular contrast as $\rho_\theta = [I_{2\omega}(+\theta)/I_{2\omega}(-\theta)]/[I_{2\omega}(+\theta) + I_{2\omega}(-\theta)]$, where $I_{2\omega}(\pm\theta) \propto |E_{2\omega}(\pm\theta)|^2$ is the SHG intensity measured for $+\theta$ and $-\theta$ angles of incidence. Figure 3(b) shows the angular dependence of the $\rho_\theta$ at 850 nm, demonstrating that the SPP excitation leads to a strong SHG angular asymmetry with a complex profile. It is important to note that the SHG output from a bare BTIG film also exhibits angular asymmetry, as is shown in the inset in Fig. 3(b). However, the angular dependencies of $\rho_\theta$ for the bare BTIG film and the plasmonic crystal differ drastically. The lack of SPP excitation severely limits the angular contrast values staying in this case below 30%. In contrast, the SPP-driven $\rho_\theta$ reaches 95% changing its sign three times in the vicinity of the resonance.

We emphasize that the considered plasmonic crystal supports the excitation of SPPs at the fundamental frequency $\omega$ only. As such, the spectral features in the nonlinear-optical response are attributed to the resonant effects experienced by the local amplitude and the local phase of the fundamental wave, as well as their variations, as the angle of incidence is reversed, $\theta \rightarrow -\theta$. We have performed the direct phase measurements of the SHG wave $e^{i\phi}|E_{2\omega}|$ by translating a reference nonlinear source (30-nm-thick ITO film) along the beam after the sample [36]. The interference of the SHG outputs of the sample and the reference source provides the
FIG. 3. (a) SHG intensity versus the absolute value of the incidence angle for positive (red stars) and negative (black spheres) \( \theta \). (b) Angular contrast versus the absolute value of incidence angle for SHG from bare BTIG (orange empty circles) and plasmonic crystal (blue spheres). Solid curves are the fitting results. Blue shaded areas represent the Lorentzian profile of the SPP electric field obtained from the fit using Eq. (4).

Information about the phase of the SHG response. Figure 4 illustrates the angular spectra of the phase attained for the positive and negative \( \theta \) values. The spectra have a classical step-like phase behavior with a \( 2\pi \) shift, therefore we assume a Lorentzian shape of the resonant local field \( E_R^\omega \). Using Eq. (1) with \( k = \omega/c \) and the Au/BTIG-SPP refractive index \( n = \sqrt{\varepsilon_{\text{Au}}\varepsilon_{\text{BTIG}}}/(\varepsilon_{\text{Au}} + \varepsilon_{\text{BTIG}}) \approx 2.3 \) [37,38], we get the following angular dependence of the local field:

\[
E_R^\omega \propto \frac{1}{f(\theta_0)^2 - f(\theta)^2 + 2if(\theta)\gamma},
\]

with the resonant angle \( \theta_0 \), damping constant \( \gamma \), and \( f(\theta) = 1/(n - |\sin\theta|) \).

Because of the SHG sensitivity to symmetry breaking and high absorption of BTIG at SHG wavelengths, we consider dipole SHG sources only at the interfaces. Consider the sample and laboratory coordinate frames introduced in Fig. 1 and denoted as \( xz \) and \( XZ \), respectively. The anisotropic BTIG (210) film has a point symmetry group \( m \) with the mirror \( (xz) \) plane. For the \( p - \omega, p - 2\omega \) combination of polarizations \( (E^\omega = E_X^\omega) \), we consider nonzero components of the surface susceptibility tensor \( \chi^{(2)}_{ijk} \) with \( i,j,k = x,z \), which give rise to the SHG output.

When describing the angular SHG dependencies, we have to take into account the transformation rules for the nonlinear polarizations \( P_X^{2\omega} = P_X^\omega \cos \theta + P_Z^\omega \sin \theta \) and the electric fields \( E_z = E_X \sin \theta, E_x = E_X \cos \theta \). Therefore the SHG field induced by \( \chi^{(2)} \) components with an odd number of \( z \) subscripts \( (\chi_{xzz} = \chi_{zxx}, \chi_{zzx}, \chi_{xxx}) \) will be odd in \( \theta \), i.e., change their sign as the angle of incidence changes from \( \theta \) to \(-\theta\). On the contrary, the SHG field given by the \( \chi^{(2)} \) components with an even number of \( z \) subscripts such as \( \chi_{zzz} \) do not change their sign upon reversing the angle \( \theta \). The interference of the SHG fields induced by the \( \chi^{(2)} \) components of different parity with respect to \( \theta \) is thus responsible for the observed SHG angular asymmetry. Within this approach, the discussed effect is the result of an interplay of the SPP-enhanced local field effects and anisotropic SHG in the (210) BTIG film.

The SPPs excited at isotropic metal-air interface, which supports only odd \( \chi^{(2)} \) components, produce no SHG asymmetry. Importantly, the very existence of the nonzero even \( \chi^{(2)} \) components is inherent to the (210) BTIG film. This mechanism explains the asymmetry of the SHG response from a bare BTIG film, which is anisotropic with both even and odd \( \chi^{(2)} \) components. For small incidence angles \( \theta \) the in-plane field projections \( E_x \) are dominant, and thus the SHG polarization \( P_X^{2\omega} \) can be described by two components of the \( \chi^{(2)} \) tensor: \( \chi_{xxx} \) and \( \chi_{xzz} \). In this case

\[
P_X^{2\omega}(\theta) = \chi_{xxx} E_X^2(\theta) \cos \theta + \chi_{xzz} E_Y^2(\theta) \sin(\pm \theta),
\]

where \( E_x(\theta) = E_X \cos \theta \). Equation (3) provides a good fit for both the SHG intensity \( I^{2\omega} \propto |P_X^{2\omega}|^2 \) and the angular contrast.
with $\chi^{(2)}$ components being the fit parameters, as shown in Fig. 3(b).

In the case of the plasmonic crystal, we consider two main SHG sources located at the air/Au (first) and Au/BTIG (second) interfaces (Fig. 1). The first interface is isotropic, while the second one has the symmetry of the BTIG allowing for the even $\chi^{(2)}$ components. Numerical simulations performed with the help of the designated Lumerical 8.0 software demonstrated that $E_{1x}$ and $E_{1z}$ at the Au/air interface are of the same order of magnitude [Figs. 4(b) and (c)]. In order to reduce the number of unknown fit parameters, we only consider the in-plane projection $E_{1x}$. Taking into account both $E_{1x}$ and $E_{1z}$ could have slightly improved the quality of the model but would hardly be instructive. At the second (Au/BTIG) interface, the fundamental field is resonantly enhanced due to the SPP excitation, therefore we consider normal component of the electric field $E_{2z}$ to be dominant [see Figs. 4(b) and (c)]. Further, the fundamental field $E_{2z}$ is a sum of the resonantly enhanced SPP field and the nonresonantly transmitted field: $E_{2z} = E_{2z}^R + E_{2z}^{NR}$.

In order to illustrate the interference of even and odd contributions leading to large angular contrasts, we limit our model to just two terms with different parity with respect to $\theta$. Both SHG intensity and angular contrast [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] can be adequately described by these two terms originating from the $\chi_{1,xxz}$ and $\chi_{2,xxz}$ components:

$$P^2_{X}(\theta) = \chi_{2,xxz}\left[E_{2z}^{R}(\theta) + E_{2z}^{NR}\right]^2 \cos \theta + \chi_{1,xxx}E_{1x}^2 \sin(\pm \theta),$$

where the resonant SPP-assisted local field at the fundamental wavelength $E_{2z}^{R}(\theta)$ is given by Eq. (2). The fitting of experimental data [Fig. 2(a)] provides $\theta_0 = (17.0 \pm 0.2)^\circ$ and $\gamma = (0.012 \pm 0.001)$.

We note that this asymmetry can also be observed in the linear response [compare to Fig. 2(b)] if the BTIG film is magnetized along the $y$ axis. The magnetization $M_y$ will induce nondiagonal components of the susceptibility tensor $\varepsilon_{xz} \propto M_y$ of the dielectric film and thus change the Au/BTIG SPP dispersion $[5,39–41]$. Again, since this shift is induced by a component with an odd number of $z$ subscripts, it will be odd with respect to the SPP propagation direction and thus to $\theta$. However, the corresponding change in the transmittance (angular contrast) is proportional to the gyration vector of BTIG and is therefore relatively small (about 0.1%–1%). In the nonlinear optics, the observed magneto-optical SPP-induced effects are rarely discussed along these lines $[19,22–25,42,43]$ due to the complexity of the nonlinear-optical output. However, the nonlinear counterpart of this effect together with large values of the asymmetry-driven SHG output modulation (up to 95%) indicates high prospects for nonlinear active magnetoplasmonics $[43,44]$. Successful engineering of such systems with an appropriate optical response is likely to realize active plasmonic structures with a magnetic field as one of the convenient control knobs.

Summing up, we demonstrate a strong anisotropy-driven asymmetry effect in the SHG output from a Au/BTIG plasmonic crystal. The SHG asymmetry is evidenced by the measurement of SHG intensity versus the wavelength and the angle of incidence. As compared with a bare BTIG film, the angular SHG asymmetry is strongly modulated and enhanced due to the SPP excitation. We argue that the SHG asymmetry originates from the intrinsic anisotropy of the Au/BTIG interface. Using simple symmetry considerations for the two SHG sources at the interfaces, we show that the SHG angular asymmetry is driven by an interplay between the contributions with different parity with respect to the angle of incidence. Our results visualize a new effect in nonlinear plasmonics and demonstrate the broad opportunities provided by SPPs at anisotropic interfaces.
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